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Call of Duty: Black Ops 2 PS3 MOD MENU (Fastest Ultra Premium PSP MOD. My best choice is the Call of Duty Black Ops 2 Prepper (MOD
MENU) from The. I have tested this MOD Menu, it works for all versions of Call of Duty Black.Q: PHP PDO prepared Query, Sqlite being injected
I am working with Zend_Db_Adapter_Pdo_Mysql, and have a problem with an prepared query. I am trying to run this query: SELECT fullname

FROM individuals WHERE id IN ('1','2','3','4') I am trying to run it in a Zend Framework, using PDO. I keep getting errors in the php shell when i
run the following: SELECT fullname FROM individuals WHERE id IN ('1','2','3','4') Error: "SQLSTATE[HY000]: General error: 1364 Field 'id'
doesn't have a default value" My code: $ids = implode(",", array(1,2,3,4)); $statement = $this->_getConnection()->prepare("SELECT

fullname FROM individuals WHERE id IN ($ids)"); $statement->execute(); return $statement->fetchAll(); i also tried to declare the following
on my own: $statement = $this->_getConnection()->prepare("SELECT fullname FROM individuals WHERE id IN (?,?,?,?)"); i also have tried to

add a explicit (quotes?) around the ids. What am i doing wrong? thanks A: It seems that $statement =
$this->_getConnection()->prepare("SELECT fullname FROM individuals WHERE id IN ('1','2','3','4')") won't work due to the missing quotes.

Either change to $statement = $this->_getConnection()->prepare("SELECT fullname FROM individuals WHERE id IN (?)");
$statement->execute(array(1,2,3,4)); return $statement->fetchAll(); Or, change your array to: $ids = explode(',', '1,2,3,4'); And change your

prepare statement to: $statement = $this->_getConnection()->prepare("SELECT fullname FROM
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